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1. For the gamma function r(z + l) = H(z), we have the classical

expressions:

(1) U(z) = e~r> II - (Weierstrass),
*=i 1 + z/k

00   (1 + 1/k)'
(2) B(2) = II \   ,   ' (Euler),

*=i    1 + z/k

n J

(3) U(z) = lim w* II - (Gauss).
n->»        *=i   1 + z/k

In the first of these formulas, y denotes the Euler constant. Van der

Pol [l ] has derived two other new expressions for H(z): the product

/ 2 Y  "   ez+k
(4) n(2) = (-)n— >

\ e /   k=o   ek

and its variant

(5) n(2) = (—Y lim (27TW)1'2 f[ —,
\ e /  n->» *=o    e

with the definitions

e, = [ 1 -\-J , eo = 1.

All the five expressions for n(z) listed above are valid in the whole

2-plane cut from — oo to 0 along the negative real axis, the values

being principal values. The method adopted in [l] for proving (4)

and (5) consists of a transformation of the series for log LT(s) given

by (1) as a suitable Stieltjes integral which is then reconverted into

two other appropriate series leading respectively to (4) and (5). In

the latter case, Stirling's asymptotic representation of m! is neces-

sarily made use of. Our object in this note is to point out two other

alternative methods of proof that seem to be much simpler.

2. If,  instead  of  Weierstrass'  product   (1),  we  choose  Euler's

product (2) for 11(2), then (4) can be readily deduced. In fact, this
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is motivated by the argument by which van der Pol obtains a check

of Gauss' formula (3) from his own formula (4). Thus raising both

sides in the obvious relation

1 1
1+— 1 +-

k z + k

z z
1 + —     1 +-

k k+1

to the power z + k, the result may be written

(1+t)'   (i+£T\ k / \ k / et+k

,+i = (i+-!-r T'
k       \    k+i)

Here if we take products on both sides for k = l and make use of (2),

we obtain

„      (z + IV  -   ez+k
n(z) =—   II—>

\    e    /   k=i   ek

which is the same as (4).

The companion relation (5) is now easily derived by the combined

use of (4) and the elementary Stirling formula

/ n\n
(6) nl^l — J Om)1'2 (»-*•«>).

Thus if we define p(z) by setting

(7) n(z) = (-*-)'PM,

with the convention
»

P(0) = 1,

we find at once, by making use of the functional equation for 11(e),

to(z) ez

(8) -— = — ,
p(z + 1)        e

and (6) may be restated as

(9) p(n) ^ Om)1/2 (n-*°o).
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Now using (8), we have the relation

l = p(n+l)fl~.
*=o   e

Here if we let n—> °° and utilize (9), we obtain this equivalent of

Stirling's formula (6):

(10) 1 = lim (27r«)1/2II — ■
«->"° *=o   e

This together with (4) at once disposes of (5). It should be noted

that, if it is only to transform (6) into (10), one could clearly do with-

out n(2) and its functional equation since, for positive integral z,

(8) is a direct consequence of (7) with 2! in place of 11(2).

3. If we use the general Stirling formula

(11) p(z) ^ (27T2)1'2 (I 2 I   -»»),

holding uniformly in the angular region of the z-plane defined by

I arg z\ ^ir — e where (tt>) e>0 is arbitrary, then a proof of (5) and

hence of (4) is immediate with the help of (8). We have, in fact,

p(z) = p(z + n + 1) f[ —'
*«o    e

giving, on account of (11),

(12) p(z) = lim (27r»)1'2II — •
»-»» *=o    e

This proves (5) on substituting into (7). In particular, for z = 0, (12)

coincides with (10) which enables us to transform (12) as

(13) p(z) = lim  fi — •
«-*»  *_o   ek

Inserting (13) into (7), we recover (4).
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